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"I no longer desired to be more certain of you,

only to stand more firmly in you."

-St. Augustine



Believing Details

INTRODUCTION

One of my favorite novels is Anna Karenina, and what I love in that story

are the images--the oppressive heat and suffocating air from the coal furnace in the

train, the hay mowing in August, the rhythm and sound of the scythes, the smell of

the hay. I love the little details in Faulkner, too--the smell of wisteria, Bennie

chasing golf balls, the old woman shuffling around the house in football shoes. The

things I remember most about books are the things I remember most in life--the

details, the moments. Like Joan Didion, I have difficulty thinking abstractly. "My

attention," Didion writes, "veered inexorably back to the specific, to the tangible, to

what was generally considered. . . the peripheral." I, too, always focus on the

seemingly trivial, inconsequential, periphery, on the concrete details of life. The

stuffed green dragons. The spaghetti sauce spots. The heart-shaped boxes. The

Buffalo wings. The smell of lilacs. The blue parakeets. At the end of the day, I am

seldom pondering abstract ideas; instead, my mind is flooded with specific images

and physical facts--the laughter of students, the sunlight filtering through the white

cherry blossoms, the smell of wet streets, the dryness of the chalk dust on my

fingers.

Because of the way my own attention turns to the specific, the stories I write

here are the stories of my life, a life that has--from my earliest memories--been



shaped by Christian faith. Even my name, Anna Magdalene, which my mother

chose from the New Testament, is directly tied to the Bible and belief in Jesus

Christ; hearing it, I think both of myself and the two ancient women who had the

names before me, women who followed Jesus during his earthly life. In some way

or another, every detail of my life has been influenced by Christian faith,

sometimes in obvious ways, sometimes more subtly. In some way or another,

every detail of my life has also influenced my Christian faith, so that to think of the

two separately is to attempt to divide myself in two. That is to say, I cannot talk or

write or think about my life without also talking or writing or thinking about

Christianity; my faith is the lens through which I see the details of life, just as the

details of life are the lens through which I see my faith.

Sometimes I think I write essays for the same reasons I'm a Christian--

they're both a way of honoring the simple, physical, experiential, ordinary stuff of

life. That's not quite right. The things I like most about essays are the things I like

most about Christianity--I like the stories, the details, the marginal. When I think

about Christianity, it's not a body of doctrine that comes to mind first, but the

biblical stories: Abraham binding Isaac to the altar, David playing his harp for

King Saul, Jesus eating meals with his disciples. Or I think about practicing my

faith: taking communion on Sunday morning, the sound of the congregation

singing, bowing my head to pray. I guess I'm attracted, drawn, to the physical,

imagistic, experiential aspects of faith for the same reasons I write essays. I can



think better in concrete details--somehow the details make sense, are meaningful

for me in ways abstractions never are.

But it's not just that my attention is always on the details; rather, the details

lead me to deeper thoughts, to deeper meanings, to deeper truths. In her essay

"Novelist and Believer," Flannery O'Connor explains this relationship between the

details of Christian faith and the details of good writing: "The novelist and

believer, when they are not the same man, yet have many traits in common--a

distrust of the abstract, a respect for boundaries, a desire to penetrate the surface of

reality and to find in each thing the spirit which makes it itself and holds the world

together." The concrete and imagistic, though just the surface of reality, are the

way into deeper intellectual and spiritual truths, much as they were for Thomas

Aquinas in the middle ages. "It is natural for man to attain to intellectual truth

through sensible objects, because all our knowledge originates through the senses,"

Aquinas writes. The concrete images are not just random happenings--they mean

something, they reveal some truth or truths, and it is only through the senses,

through the concrete, that we can finally know anything.

What O'Connor writes about the novelist Chris Anderson and Kathleen

Moore write about the essayist. "For the essayist," Anderson writes in Edge

Effects, "meaning can best be found in story, in the ebb and flow and messiness of

what happens to each of us day to day, not in theories or systems or theologies."

Moore echoes those thoughts in Riverwalking: "Since truth is in the details," she

writes, "seekers of truth should look for it there." In writing about my particular



experiences, I am looking not just at the details and "messiness" of my life, but at

what truths those details seem to reveal. But I am not just looking--I am also

believing these details, believing that they mean something, believing that I really

know something in them. These are not just details that happened; they are details I

believe in, details that point me to a truth deeper and more powerful than the

historical fact of the events. I am a believer--not a believer in abstract

philosophical or theological propositions, but a believer in the concrete details of

daily life (mine and others'), a believer in the concrete details of Christian faith, and

a believer in the Mystery which pervades all life.

In this thesis, I explore some of the details of my own life, details from my

earliest memories to my most recent dreams. Because I believe that details are

ultimately more meaningful than any interpretation of those details, my focus here

is not on abstract thought, not on theory, not on analysis. The first two chapters,

"Growing Up" and "Reaching Out," mostly share details of my life, things I've

experienced, the images that come back to me time and time again. In the third

chapter, "Reading Mystery," I attempt to analyze those details, to look closely at

my life and faith and my current experience. The analysis focuses on John Shea's

anthropology of story and Frederick Buechner's narrative theology, both of which

claim the primacy of story to interpretation and see even story-telling as secondary

to experience, which finally cannot be reduced to words. I attempt to apply those

theories to my own life, to read my own experience through these interpretations,

trying to make sense of it all. Because I believe that truth, finally, is in the details,



that the stories always mean more than our analysis of them, in the final chapter,

"Living Deep," I return to some images and experiences that for me reveal truths

deeper than I could convey except through telling the stories, through sharing the

details.

My thanks to my family for their love and support, especially to Main,

Rachel, Doreen and Ruth for helping me remember details for several of these

stories.

My thanks to those who've read pieces of this thesis, talked with me about

the ideas, or helped me through the process: Kristina Haws, Rena Dunn, Hannah

Tracy, Patrick Williams, Karalee James, Colette Tennant, Marty Trammell, Richard

Caulkins, Steve Kunert, Susan Wood, Charles Goodrich, Wayne Robertson, and

Moira Dempsey. A special thanks to Jim Hills, who continues to teach me about

faith and writing, for giving me so much of his time to read several pieces of this

thesis and talk with me about these ideas.

My thanks to the writing group: to Michelle Abbott for her close readings of

and detailed feedback on many drafts of the thesis; to Alicia Kleiman for her

thoughtful readings and comments, her encouragement, and--most of all--her

friendship. My deepest thanks to Chris Anderson, a member of our group and chair

of my thesis committee, for all his wisdom and help and time, for reading through

many drafts, for challenging me to deeper thinking and better writing, and for the

many conversations we've had about writing and believing. My thanks to the other



members of my committee who so generously shared their time and wisdom and

encouragement with me: David Robinson, Vicki Tolar Burton, and Ronald

Guenther.
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I

GROWING UP

READING DISASTER

I can't remember Jimmy. I can picture him opening his presents on

Christmas, sitting on the floor by Mom's chair. (Years later I inherited the spot.) I

can picture him in his favorite blue flannel, standing on the big rock at the

Chipmunk Place, arms folded across his chest, as my older sisters tried to dethrone

the ever-reigning King of the Mountain. I can even picture him on his knees in

prayer as my three other brothers tumbled over his bent back.

But what I picture most vividly is the last time I saw Jimmy. I am fifteen

months old. My left thumb in my mouth, a dirty pink dolly blanket and little teddy

bear clutched in my right hand, I stop at the open door to Mom and Dad's green

bedroom. Jimmy is lying in their bed, next to Mom's nightstand with the picture of

a little girl in a yellow dress. The florescent light on the headboard glows off the

white sheets. I don't say anything as I toddle toward the bed. Jimmy doesn't say

anything either. He just lies there, still. He doesn't look sick--his curly brown hair

is combed, his face full and smiling, his gray t-shirt hugging his broad, muscular

shoulders.
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Jimmy doesn't look at me. He looks straight ahead, as if into a camera lens.

But I stare at him. No, he doesn't look sick, but the lump in my tummy tells me it's

true. He is sick. Very sick. I wish Mom could kiss him and make it better, but this

is more than a skinned knee. I reach my pudgy fingers to his strong hand and

squeeze. He doesn't squeeze back. I spread my favorite pink dolly blanket over

him--it always makes Boo Baby feel better. I look at him one last time, then leave

the room.

I'm five years old, lying on my back in the bottom bunk in the room I share

with Rachel and Main. Rachel is arranging pillows, blankets, doll and stuffed toys,

turning my bed into a make-believe train for my afternoon nap. She sets Anna Doll

near the front, then picks up my little black and white teddy bear. "What happened

to Jimmy Bear's overall straps?" She asks.

Overall straps? I can't remember Jimmy Bear ever having overall straps.

But Rachel shows me the glue spots on his orange pants. "He had overall straps

when Jimmy gave him to you," she says. I can't remember Jimmy giving Jimmy

Bear to me, either, but I know the story. When Jimmy was in the hospital, he

bought each of us a present from the hospital gift shop, and he gave Jimmy Bear to

me.

Rachel tells me "nap-nap" and leaves the room. Mom comes in, prays with

me, kisses my forehead, and hugs me. "Nap-nap," we say to each other as she

leaves the room. When she's gone, I hold Jimmy Bear and pick at his glue spots. I

wonder what he looked like with overall straps.



Gramma Gramma's casket is against the wall near the door, a shiny metallic

green with gold handles on top of a stretched out metal thing with wheels. It looks

like the gate to Rachel and Doreen's basement workout room, only metal.

I look up into the casket. There's Gramma, wearing one of her polyester

blouses and silver horn-rimmed glasses, holding a bouquet of baby's breath and

yellow roses. Her face is a strange color, her eyes closed, her lips drawn tightly,

her white hair curled.

I reach into the casket and touch her hand--it's hard and cold and I draw

mine back. That's what dead feels like, looks like. Strangely like Gramma, but not

really Gramma.

A lady with short brown hair comes in and Mom has us turn our backs on

the casket. When we turn back around, Gramma is holding a different bouquet, and

the brown-haired lady hands the other to me. It scares me, but I don't say anything.

I want to drop it. Gramma's dead hands were just holding this. My fingers and

hands get colder, as if the cold of Gramma' s hands is passing through the flowers to

mine, but then Mom thanks the lady and takes the flowers from me and I breathe

again.

After Gramma's funeral, Dad puts her piano in our basement. Some days I

sit down here for hours, playing hymns and folk songs and classical pieces to the

Paul Revere copper-bottomed pot, the "big enough to bathe a baby in" mixing
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bowl, the little chord organ, the desk Dad bought from Aunt Allene at a garage sale,

the coolers, rain boots, board games and everything else we store in the room.

Including Gramma' s flowers--the ones she held in her stiff cold dead hands

at the funeral home, the ones the brown-haired lady gave to me. They sit on top of

a jumbled stack of stuff I try not to think about the dried baby's breath and yellow

roses surrounded by a lace doily, with the green paper wrapped wire where

Gramma's dead hands held it. I try not to think about those flowers.

I want to get up and just knock them behind the boxes so I won't have to

look at them. I even get up a few times to do it. But I can't make myself touch

them, not even just barely. I reach my hand up. . . then pull it back. I walk back to

the piano and play "Grandfather's Clock," looking back at the flowers between

verses.

My sister Rachel used to send away for neat stuff in the mail: refund

checks, Dinty Moore stew games, Mrs. Butterworth' s static clings. My favorite

was the packet of booklets with an owl on the front of each, a wise old owl who

winked one eye and said, "be prepared," each booklet about a different weather

phenomenon, each a different color.

The yellow one on thunderstorms taught me to start counting at 1000 when

the lightning flashed; however high I counted beyond 1000 was how many miles

from us the storm was. On stormy August nights, I knelt on our old green

davenport, my elbows resting on the back, my chin on my hands, staring out the big



picture window of our living room, watching the sky above Mrs. Carmello's house

across the street. When the lightning flashed across the purpley sky, I started

counting: "One thousand and one, one thousand and two, one thousand and three,

one thousand and four. . ." After the thunder crashed, I turned to my dad, who was

sitting in his recliner, reading the newspaper or a Louis L'Amour book. "Dad, the

storm's only four miles away." If he heard me at all, he grunted or mumbled,

"That's nice, Am," and I turned back to the window to wait for the next flash,

always hoping the storm would be right outside, in our front yard, that the next

flash of lightning would strike something, maybe a telephone pole or a neighbor's

tree.

From that little booklet, I learned not to hide in trees, sail a boat, go

swimming or carry an umbrella during thunderstorms, and that, even though cars

have metal frames, you're safe inside a car even if it is directly struck by lightning

because the tires are made of rubber. What most fascinated me in that booklet were

the drawings of the different kinds of lightning. I especially wanted to see St.

Elmo's Fire, which the booklet said was a greenish glow that hovered around the

masts of ships.

I learned about hurricanes from the blue booklet, knowledge that quickly

blended with a children's book I'd read, so that I pictured the safest way to survive

a hurricane was by lashing yourself to a palm tree with sugar cane or bamboo. That

way the winds couldn't blow you away. I wished for a hurricane to strike Cannon
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Beach when we were on vacation there every September, except I wasn't sure how

safe we'd be. Palm trees didn't grow in Oregon.

I was much more sure of how to save my family from tornadoes. Reading

Laura Ingalls Wilder, I knew you were supposed to go into your storm cellar as

soon as black, ominous clouds piled up on the horizon. When you came back up,

after the funnel cloud had passed, horses and cows and buggies might have

vanished, but at least you'd be safe.

The red booklet with the winking owl on front gave me more practical

advice for our family, living in the 1 980s, and I developed a survival plan should a

big tornado ever touch down in our southeast Portland neighborhood. Like the

booklet said, I'd gray-tape all the windows, criss-crossing the tape so the wind

wouldn't break the glass. I was a little worried about the picture window in the

living room--it was a lot bigger than the ones in the book, and the bigger the piece

of glass, the more chance that the tornado would break it and suck out Dad's

recliner, the TV, the bookshelves, even the piano. After taping the windows, I

would go to the basement, where I had three good safety spots: the stairs, Dad's

worktable, and the washtub. The washtub was heaviest, made of concrete that

seemed to rise up from the concrete basement floor. I'd go for the washtub first--

the other two were backup plans. I would crawl under the washtub, kneel down,

keeping my legs folded and my chest flat against my knees, protecting my head by

folding my arms over it until the tornado passed.
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I reenacted my tornado survival plan over and over in my mind--how I'd

run to the kitchen and get the gray tape and scissors from the top of the fridge when

I first saw the ominous black clouds on the horizon, how I'd gather my family and

send them to the basement to move all the boxes of old clothes out from under the

stairs, how I'd teach them all how to huddle properly so they could be safe, too,

until the storm passed.

I was the only one in my family who had read the booklet, so only I knew

what to do. I wanted to run practices with everyone, sort of like fire drills, but

Mom and Dad said tornadoes didn't happen in Oregon. I hoped they were wrong.

PRAYING MOM

When I think about my mom, I see her wearing a cotton housedress with

snaps up the front, her brown hair coiled up in bobby pins and hidden under a scarf

She is always barefoot and often singing and doing housework.

Mom decorated the dining room each season with our drawings, covered the

olive green and off-white kitchen cupboard doors with our fingerpaintings, and let

us make chalk drawings all over the basement walls. When we walked to

Albertson's with her in the rain, she let us splash in the puddles, and in the spring

we stopped on our way home to pick the blue and white morning glories that grew

at the base of the old Eastport Plaza sign by the laundromat. She loved for us to
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bring home bouquets of Queen Anne's Lace and the other wildflowers that grew in

the empty lot on the way to the library, and she even put the sticks and dandelions

we brought her into vases. She especially liked to give us things and invented some

contests for us to play in the car on our way to the beach every year. We got money

for seeing things first: a dime for the first seagull, a quarter for a hawk, a dollar for

an eagle (we never saw one), a quarter for the junction sign, fifty cents for the

ocean, a quarter for Bruce's Candy Kitchen. We all played, keeping our eyes

peeled for the first sight.

She especially loved birthdays, buying gifts all through the year, keeping

them stored in the basement room near the water heater. In the morning, she would

get up early, write a birthday message on a 3x5 index card, then leave the card and

a small gift on the bed. When the "birthday boy" or "birthday girl" woke up, the

present and card would be waiting. Having a birthday meant being exempted from

chores and schoolwork that day, and we could choose one other person to play with

us all day. Mom would cook whatever we wanted (within reason) for our birthday

dinner and bake us any flavor and shape of cake we wanted. (Over the years, I had a

dog, a house, and a doll.) We got to help decorate the cake--adding food coloring

to coconut, putting the little candy pieces in place, and, after everyone had a piece

that night, the cake was ours.

On my second or third birthday, I stood on tiptoes in front of the oven,

watching mom try to cut my birthday cake into the shape of a kangaroo--freehand.

When she asked me what kind of cake I wanted, I said "I want a purple kangaroo,"
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so she made it. When Mom finished frosting the cake, she lifted me up to see it,

apologizing that it wasn't perfect.

We got a lot of birthday presents, too, from small gifts to games and stuffed

animals, and Mom always bought a lot of things that reminded her of me. One

year, she gave me a heart shaped porcelain box with a teddy bear on the lid, holding

a string of hearts that read "This bears my love for you."

Before we could blow out the candles on our cakes or open our presents,

Mom would lead the whole family in singing "Happy Birthday." Our version of

the song had a second verse that Mom wrote: "Birthday greetings today. May God

bless you, we pray. Live for Jesus, dear (Anna). May He guide you aiway."

On my seventh birthday, Mom gave me my first Bible. It came in a box,

the books of the Bible listed in order on the top of the box lid, and for the first few

months I kept it in its box, to keep it nice. Having my own Bible came with

important responsibilities--I was now supposed to have private prayer and Bible

reading twice a day, once when I got up in the morning and once before I went to

bed. I kept my Bible on the floor under my bed, the lower bunkbed in the room I

shared with Main and Rachel.

Having my own Bible also meant that I no longer had to take naps on

weekdays. Instead, I replaced John as the first reader in our weekday Bible Time.

Mom started me in the Psalms, and for some time I read a Psalm a day. The others

read a page or so each, as we worked through the Old and New Testaments

simultaneously.
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Mom's Bible was swollen with homemade bookmarks and drawings from

us, as well as notes she took while reading. In red, blue and black ink, verses were

underlined, words circled, cross-references written between verses, comments

jotted in the margins. Her favorite books were Isaiah, Psalms, Ezekiel, and the

Gospels, especially the Gospel of John (she loved the story of the woman at the

well). When we'd finished reading through the whole Bible in Bible Time, we'd

each choose one book to read through, and Mom almost always chose Isaiah--even

if it had already been chosen.

I don't know a lot about Mom's early experiences with Christianity, except

that she went to a Presbyterian church sometimes as a child and went forward at a

Billy Graham rally as a teenager. She never talked much about it, but 11 do

remember her saying that her response was "purely emotional, not complete."

Religion, however, wasn't really a part of her life until she was married and had

seven kids. She came to Christianity through politics. It was in the late 60s or

early 70s, and she went to a series of school board meetings on a new sex education

curriculum for grade school. After one of the meetings, she asked a board member

what they would do if the parents voted down the curriculum, and he said they'd

just teach it any way.

Mom was mad. She started attending political meetings, traveled to Salem

to speak before the legislature, and studied different philosophies, looking for the
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answer. One evening, while she listened to a talk at Eve's Restaurant in the 82nd

and Foster Road Fred Meyer's, she suddenly said, "It's God." In that moment, she

saw or felt a light come down around her. Then the light moved over to a man in

the room, and Mom took that as a sign that she was supposed to talk to him. He

was Pastor Schroeder, and after that conversation, Mom started going to church and

reading her Bible.

Mom got up early mornings to see Dad off to work as a truck driver at

System 99, got up long before any of the kids, sometimes before Dad. After

moments of prayer at her sewing table in the dinette, she would make Dad's lunch,

packing a sandwich or two, some fruit, and ajar of milk into Dad's white cooler

with the orange lid. Dad would be up by then, dressed in jeans, workboots and a

flaimel shirt, and they'd talk quietly in the kitchen as he ate his bowl of Wheaties.

At 6:30 or so, he'd put his empty bowl on top of the dishwasher, put on his jacket,

pick up his lunch, and then he and Mom would walk to the back door together, and

he'd kiss her goodbye. After she closed the door, as Dad started the van, she'd go

to the picture window in the living room, waving goodbye to him until the van was

out of sight.

After Dad left for work, Mom would go back to the dinette, sit on the white

wooden, backless bench, read her Bible and pray. The dinette didn't look like a

very good place for prayer. The storage shelf behind Mom was filled with

cookbooks and science kits and other such stuff, while the shelf above the sewing
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table held boxes of glitter and boxes filled with sheets and scraps of construction

paper. Hanging from the rack under the shelf were dresses to be mended, and a pile

of shirts and pants and skirts on one end of the table waited for the sewing machine.

Against the wall near the back door stood the mop, the shaggy pink dustmop,

brooms and dustpans, and from Mom's seat on the bench, she could see into the

kitchen, see the dishes waiting to be washed.

I don't know how she managed to shut out all these calls on her time and

attention, how she managed to focus on God at all. But she often did, and on those

mornings when she ran out of time or couldn't concentrate or was interrupted by

the telephone or waking kids, she would return to the dinette later in the day,

locking the kitchen door so she wouldn't be disturbed.

I always wanted to follow Mom's example and spend a lot of time praying,

but I had trouble concentrating. When I was little and having Bible Time with

Ruth, Nat, John and Doreen, I used to peek when other people were praying. We'd

take turns praying out loud, and I always wanted to know if anyone else was

peeking, or I plain just couldn't focus on their prayers or my own. I was always

tempted, too, to tell Doreen that I'd caught someone else peeking, but then Doreen

would know that I was peeking, too.

I peeked during the nighttime family prayers sometimes, too, when all of us

kids and Mom gathered in the living room before bedtime. We prayed in order of

age, starting with the youngest, ending with Mom. The prayers got longer as they

climbed up the ages until Berta. Berta's prayers sometimes went on for what felt
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like hours, and if I hadn't peeked before then, I started peeking when Berta started

praying. She sat on the floor in front of the bookshelf with the history books and

Encyclopedia Britannicas, her legs folded under her wrap-around denim skirt, her

arms crossed over her waist. I couldn't peek at Berta for too long or I'd start

laughing--as she prayed, she raised her eyebrows really high. then squinched her

eyes tight shut, raised, then squinched again. Nat and John and I had a theory that

this was her elaborate method of peeking.

Prayers in the daytime during Bible Time with all the kids and Mom (I was

exempted from nap time for this begitming on my seventh birthday) were hard for

me, too. I prayed first, and after that lost concentration. The older kids prayed for

things I didn't understand, requests I puzzled over for years: Mom's stomach

muscles, John's problem. Berta's prayer was at least as lengthy during the day,

including every request everyone else had, and then some.

Mom's prayers were long, too, but completely sincere, and sometimes the

beauty of her earnestness moved me, and I'd listen to her entire prayer without

being tempted to peek. Those times were rare, but sometimes I'd get caught up in

the sound of her voice as she prayed ("Oh dear Jesus"), thanking God for the day,

for her family, for Jesus, asking Him to save family and friends and neighbors and

others (sometimes people she met at the store, sometimes people she read about in

the newspaper), praying for wisdom for our leaders and for healing for people's

sicknesses and hurts. She quoted a lot of Bible verses back to God in prayer,

"claiming the promises" of Scripture. "Lord, You say in Your Word that
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'whatsoever we shall ask in Your name, believing we shall receive.' I believe you

can heal Nat's heart, and I am claiming this promise, knowing you will answer my

prayer. Nevertheless, not my will but thine be done." And she always ended her

prayers, "In Jesus' precious name, Amen."

At dinner, we each said grace silently. The only times someone would say

grace out loud was when we had company, and then Mom would usually ask God

to bless our meal and our fellowship.

We didn't just pray at meals and during Bible Time, either. Mom always

reminded us to "pray for traveling mercies and holiness mercies" before we left the

house, even if we were just going down the street to Albertson's. "Dear God,

please give us traveling mercies and holiness mercies. Help us to shine Your light,

and bring us home safely. In Jesus' precious name, Amen."

Mom prayed with us any time we were sick or hurt, too. When I fell and

skinned my knees on the driveway (which I did a lot as a kid), Mom cleaned the

scrapes with hydrogen peroxide, bandaged my knees, then, gently pressing her hand

on my hurts, she asked God to heal them and prevent infection. When I was sick,

she placed her hand on my forehead and prayed that God would heal me, quoting

from the Psalms: "who healeth all our diseases."

Mom tucked me in every night, and I would hear her coming up the stairs,

singing along with the Tennessee Ernie Ford record that was playing on the living

room record player. "Sweet hour of prayer, sweet hour of prayer, that calls me

from a world of care." At the top of the stairs, she'd go into the other room,
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tucking Ruth in first. Then I'd hear her bare feet patting across the hardwood

hallway floor as she came to my room. She would sit beside me on the bed, and

we'd talk softly for a moment before bowing our heads in prayer, each of us

praying aloud. I would thank God for the day and for Mom and Dad and our

family. Then Mom prayed. "Dear God, thank you for this day and for all the

goodness in it, for giving us another day to glorify You. And I thank you for Anna,

my fortieth birthday present, for her kind heart and cheerful smile. Please watch

over her tonight as she sleeps, and continue to bless us all with your grace. In

Jesus' precious name, Amen."

After Mom said "Amen," I'd kiss her cheek and hug her, then lie down, and

Mom would pull the covers up around my shoulders, lean down and kiss my

forehead, then turn out the light, pausing to say, "Good night, my Sunshine Girl

love you," before closing the door and heading back downstairs to finish her

housework before she could go to bed.

Standing in the checkout line at Waremart with Ruth and Mom one Friday

night, watching Dan and Main bag the groceries, I listened to Mom talk with the

cashier, an older woman with dyed brown hair and blue eye-shadow. The cashier

knew uswe bought two cartloads of groceries at Waremart every Friday night

and she and Mom always chatted as she rang us up.

This night, as she rang up several boxes of ice cream bars, she made a

comment about envying our family, and Mom said the ice cream bars were our
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Sunday afternoon treat, for after church. "Why don't you come to church with us

Sunday? Then afterwards you can come to our house for an ice cream treat."

The cashier laughed, and in her rough smoker's voice replied, "Honey, I

don't even remember the last time I went to church."

"All the more reason to go with us Sunday," Mom shot back, but the cashier

declined, and Mom let it go at that.

That's how Mom wasalways ready to invite people to church, to

introduce them to her God, to share her faith. She left tracts in public restrooms

and covered bus stops, and prayed for almost everyone she metincluding grocery

store clerks.

Mom was sure of her faith, certain of her God, filled with joy in her

relationship with Christ, and she wanted that for everyone else, that peace and joy

and hope. But she didn't hit people over the head with the Gospel, didn't grab

them by the collar and force them to listen to her, didn't tell them they were

destined for hell unless they repented and accepted Christ as their personal Savior

(though she believed that). For her, witnessing was a natural overflowing of the

love that filled her soul, and she shared that love through building relationships.

She brought cookies to new neighbors and casseroles to families who lost loved

ones, bought food for the neighbor's dog when he neglected it, visited elderly and

sick neighbors on a regular basis, and invited the neighbor kids over for a Bible

Time around our dining room table.
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Nat, John, Ruth, Mom and I always met, usually with Howie Smith from

the red house on the corner of our street and Holgate, often with Chris Kuhn from

Willie Eaton's old house (the yellow one next door to the Smiths'), sometimes with

Howie's mom, Mrs. Smith, who wore short blonde wigs and long fake fingernails,

had drawn-on eyebrows, and said things like "oh, my stars!" and "oh corn." We

read through the Gospel of John together, a chapter or so a day, each of us reading

one verse at a time, going around the table in circles. That was the same year the

Challenger exploded, and I remember seeing the pictures on the front page of The

Oregonian and Mom praying for the astronauts' loved ones.

Mrs. Smith called Mom on the phone a lot when she needed someone to

talk to, sometimes about her latest boyfriend, Bob, a police officer. Mom didn't

approve of their relationship, but she listened anyway, praying for Mrs. Smith and

Bob. Once Mrs. Smith called because she was afraid she was having an allergic

reaction to a bee sting, and Mom listened patiently as she cooked diimer, calming

Mrs. Smith while rolling biscuit dough on the wooden top of our dishwasher.

When the Kuhns separated, Mom spent several hours each day in Mrs.

Kuhn's living room, talking and praying with her. One evening, Mom came home

rejoicingMrs. Kuhn had become a Christian. That weekend, Dad drove Mom to

the Christian Supply store on Division, and Mom bought Mrs. Kuhn her first Bible,

a leather King James Version with cross-referencing and colored maps.

Another time, our next-door neighbor, Bob, sold his house, leaving his 18-

year-old nephew, Robbie, no where to live. For a week or so, Mom brought him
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heaping plates of food for dinner, which Dad grudgingly allowed, and slipped him

twenty dollar billssecretly, because Dad wouldn't have approvedso he could

get a hotel room for the night. Finally, Mom talked Dad into letting Robbie stay in

our garage, where he slept until he broke the boys' bedroom window when we were

at church camp meeting and stole Nat's jar of money from the bookshelf

Even when we didn't have a church, Mom still tithed ten percent. She sent

the money to some missionaries in Central America, and every month or so. she got

a copy of their newsletter in the mail. They sent the newsletter to "Mrs. James L.

Harrell," and Mom was irritated that they didn't send it to her name. "I didn't stop

being Mary when I got married," she'd say. She sent for a lot of tracts in the mail,

from a company called Gospel Tracts. There were all kinds of tracts--tracts on

creationism, on salvation, on the resurrection. One morning, as she braided my hair

at the piano, I read a tract that was propped against the lamp. It was about the

"early" Free Methodists and called Christians back to the plain, unworldly faith of

that time, where all the church members dressed plainly and were completely

focused on God.

Mom shared her faith openly, as she shared her food and money. And she

shared her faith with the same love and care, always gentle and warm. I don't

know how many of our neighbors ever became Christians because of Mom's

witness, though I do know Mrs. Kulm did, and David, a neighbor boy my brothers

and I played with, started reading his Bible and praying after spending time with

our family.
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FINDING FAITH

Our first Sunday in church was the Easter Sunday service, and Ruth and I

dressed up in our matching white lace trimmed hats with yellow satin roses on the

brims and yellow satin ribbons that tied under our chins. We carried matching

white purses with yellow roses on top. I wore my favorite dress, pale blue with tiny

dark blue roses scattered over it, a ruffled hem, white lace collar, and a single white

pearl button in the back that always came undone. Ruth wore her fanciest dress, a

rich satin covered in deep red roses that had a poofy slip to hold the skirt out, a

dress Mom bought at a Mervyn's sale for $3.98.

I was nine then, and all I really remember about the Easter service is reading

in the program "Bob Osborne. . . Man of Sorrows," a title that made me instantly

like the tall, gray-haired man and instantly feel sad for him.

After the Easter service, the whole Osborne family came to our house.

There was Mr. (Bob) and Mrs. (Diane) Osborne, Tamara, the beautiful oldest girl,

Rebekah, the friendlier, plainer sister, Nathaniel, a skinny boy with glasses who I

later secretly liked (playing Gramma's piano in our basement, I'd sometimes

imagine us singing a duet in church), John Mark, the bratty, freckle-nosed younger

boy, and Little Anna, who was around two. Mom made us hide our baskets full of

Easter candy because it would be rude to flaunt them, and I lay on my bottom bunk
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while Rebekah talked with Rachel and Main about her boyfriend who was overseas

in the military, lay there looking at the stripes and buttons in the bottom of Main's

top bunk mattress, feeling out of place and dreaming of eating my chocolate bunny.

Mother's Day was the first Sunday we went to a regular service at Bible

Christian Church, a church that met in the sunlit basement of the Osborne's house

in Happy Valley, and I got to go to Sunday School for the first time in my life. A

tall, slender blonde, Yvonne Sletmoe, taught my class, constantly slipping her feet

in and out of her white pumps. I made friends with Jill and Heidi Worthington, the

two older girls of the music leader. Jill was a year older than me, about my size,

with long dark brown hair and a gentle manner. Heidi was my age, freckled, with

her reddish-brown hair pulled back in two French braids, and she always tried to

get her own way.

At the end of that first Sunday School, Yvonne gave each of us a carnation

to give to our moms, and I stood in the back of the room, hoping for a white one,

while everyone else rushed forward. All that were left by my turn were pink and

red, so I chose a pink When I gave it to Mom outside our van on the Osborne's

driveway, I explained that I was sorryI had wanted to give her a white one

because I knew she'd like it better, but she smiled and said she was sure the pink

was prettier, then hugged me before climbing in the van.

I stopped liking Nathaniel Osborne after he tripped me one Sunday

afternoon. We had gone to their house early and were in the fenced in front yard in
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our Sunday clothes, playing Nine Lives. I was running for the ball when Nathaniel

stuck out his leg and tripped me, and I fell on my knees on the grass, getting green

stains on my white lace tights. "I hate you!" I shouted at him, bursting into tears,

red-faced, embarrassed from falling, mortified at what I'd just shouted. I didn't

mean to say I hated himit just came out. We weren't allowed to say "hate" in our

family, ever, and I had yelled it so loud that everyone heard. Nathaniel was

embarrassed, too, and apologized, so I had to say it was okay. It wasn't, though. I

felt sick in my stomach and quit playing, instead sitting inside with Rachel and

Rebekah as they talked in the living room. I never really liked Nathaniel after that.

Bible Christian had split off from Christian Faith over some sort of doctrinal

disagreement, and Mom knew the Osbornes and Worthingtons and Sletmoes and

other families before we started at Bible Christian, because years ago, before I was

born, she had attended Christian Faith. Bible Christian met for a couple of months

in the Osborne's basement, in rows of stackable chairs, and I loved church,

especially the singing. Mrs. Osborne played the piano, Mr. Worthington the

upright bass, his mother the violin, Yvonne the flute, and Rebekah and Tamara

sang. I thought they sang beautifully, but Mom, who had been a first soprano in

high school and church choirs, hated that they didn't "sing from their diaphragms."

We sang songs from the Bible, including pieces of Psalms 19 and 25, and

my favorite, from Isaiah 63: "He gave me (clap, clap) beauty for ashes, the oil of

joy for mourning, the garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness. That we might
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(clap, clap) be trees of righteousness, the planting of the Lord, that He might be

glorified." On Sunday mornings we usually sang hymns, but sometimes on Sunday

nights we would sing a song called "I'm in the Lord's Army." complete with

motions. (My favorite was the one for "shoot the artillery," where we smacked a

closed fist against our flat palm then shot that arm up in the air.) And sometimes

we sang a song to the tune of"On lop of Old Smoky" that started with "I'm glad

I'm a Christian." I always accidentally started to sing "all covered with cheese"

next, because I'd think of"On lop of Spaghetti," not just the lyrics, but the whole

movie in my mind of the meatball rolling out our backdoor and the bush in front of

the kitchen window becoming a spaghetti tree, and I'd stop singing altogether and

never learned the church version of the song.

After Nathaniel tripped me, I noticed Stephen Sletmoe, who hung out with

my brothers. Stephen was tall, with soft brown eyes and dark hair that was combed

back off his forehead for church. After the service, he would go into the bathroom

and comb it straight down onto his face, an act I thought was cool and rebellious.

Stephen was quieter than John Mark and Nathaniel and Shaun Worthington and my

brothers, often choosing to stay out of their rowdy games. One Sunday afternoon,

I sat in my brothers' bedroom, just watching him build a twisty, loopy track for the

Hot Wheels, while my brothers and the other boys roughhoused in the backyard. I

never really said anything to Stephen, just looked at him, thinking how nice it

would be to hold his hand.
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Sometime after we started going to Bible Christian, the church split up over

the doctrine of speaking in tongues. It started one Sunday night when, during the

prayer time after the service, Mark Worthington's mother, Rosemarya short

womaii with white hair coiled into a bun on top of her head, spoke in tongues. The

Worthingtons believed that speaking in tongues was a sign of being filled with the

Holy Spirit, and insisted that those who had never spoken in tongues had never

been filled with the Spirit, the third step in the Christian walk. (The first was

salvation, the second sanctification, which came sometime after salvation, the third

being filled with the Spirit, a sign of true spiritual development.) Mr. Osborne, the

pastor, had never spoken in tongues, but believed he had been filled with the Spirit,

and this division between the two leading families split the church instantly. Mom

pored over her Bible, trying to find a way to solve this problem.

The Sunday after the split, all of us Harrells (minus Mom and Dad and

Lorna and Linda) performed a special number, each of us reciting something and all

together singing the hymn "Jesus I'll Go Through With Thee." Dan cleared his

throat before announcing "The Choice," and Berta recited the poem, the longest

recitation but the easiest--even then--for me to remember, and the part I'd wanted:

"I dreamed that it was judgment day/It hit me pretty hard/To see my Maker face to

face/And receive my just reward/As I stood there beside himlHe slowly shook his

head/Turned the pages of the booklAnd I was filled with dread/He looked me

squarely in the eye/I knew I'd lost the race/Too many times I'd made the
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choice/And God took second place." My part was short--just four words that I

shared with Ruth to end the performance. In unison on Mom's cue (she pointed at

us) Ruth and I said, "Come soon, dear Jesus," with a slight dramatic pause at the

comma. We did this performance the first Sunday we had church at the school, and

I was disappointed that the Osbornes weren't there for it.

The Osbornes left the church quietly, and instead of meeting in their

basement, Bible Christian met in a classroom of an elementary school they rented

every Sunday. I loved meeting at the school--between Sunday School and church

we'd play hopscotch, swing on the swing set, or climb the monkey bars. Our

Sunday School class was in a smaller classroom, and Yvonne set up a board that

showed how many memory verses each of us got right. It was a race, with a prize

at the end that I really wanted then but can't remember anymore. We were

memorizing Psalm 91, and Jill and I were always tied for the lead. Then one week

I practiced and practiced until I had the whole Psalm memorized--I was planning to

win the prize that Sunday, but we never went back to Bible Christian, and I had to

picture Yvonne removing my purple pushpin and the purple flag with my name on

it from the board and Jill settling into her comfortable lead.

That was the weekend of July 4th, and instead of going back to Bible

Christian, we followed the Osbomes to Bible Missionary, a small church off

Holgate, not too far from our home. It was a strange church, full of sweet, odd

people. There was thin, old Mrs. Frederici, who reeked of garlic and always tried
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to kiss us "dear ones." There was the tall red-headed young man named Jim

Morgan, who kept his hand flat and straight when shaking hands, so that you had to

grab it. (A few years after we left Bible Missionary, he stopped by our house one

day near Christmas while we were having Bible Time, because he had seen Doreen

working at McDonald's and remembered our family. He called her "Vickie," and

thought Nat was "Vickie's boyfriend.") Dad was convinced that Jim Morgan had a

metal plate in his head. There was the preacher, Mr. Bailey, a heavy-set man with

receding dark hair, who would get so pumped up during his sermons that he looked

like he was doing calisthenics beside the pulpit, squatting and waving his Bible like

a dumbbell. His wife, a thin, short woman with curly brown hair, would often get

so filled with the Spirit that she'd dance up and down the aisles, clapping or singing

with her arms overhead, a smile across her face. And there was the Spivey family,

three boys (including twins Jonathan and David) and a girl, Donna, a year older

than me, whoto my horrorspelled "farm" "f-a-r-a-m" though she was in second

grade, the same grade as me, and I'd been able to spell "farm" since I was six.

It was at this strange church, among these strange, devoted people, that I

"made my decision for Christ" during a Sunday evening service altar call. The

week before, I'd watched a communion service for the first time and didn't like

being excluded, having to stay in the pew while most people in the church went

forward. On the drive home, I had asked my mom why I couldn't join them. That

exclusion and the morbid thought that if I died that night I'd go to hell weighed

heavy on me all week. When the pastor gave the altar call Sunday night after the
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final hymn, I went forward. Shutting out the voice inside my head that said

everyone was watching me and knew I wasn't saved yet, I crept up the side aisle

and knelt at the altar, a long wooden bench across the front of the stage. I asked

God to forgive my sins, trying to pray with as much emotion as the adults always

did, even squinching my eyes tight together and pressing my knuckles into them to

get tears. I wasn't faking my desire to be right with God, but I didn't really know

how to express it sincerely, though something told me God knew what I meant and

that He wasn't angry with me for kneeling at the altar for much longer than I was

actually praying. Just before we left that night, Mrs. Osborne came out to the van

and asked me if I'd "asked Jesus into my heart." When I said yes, she hugged me.

At Bible Christian, Stephen Sletmoe, Shaun Worthington and Nathaniel

Osborne had done a special song together, where they each sang one verse solo and

then sang all together on the chorus. When we moved to Bible Missionary,

somehow Ruth, John and I ended up with that song (though none of us wanted it).

Several times we stood up at the front of the church to perform it, with Mrs.

Osborne accompanying us on the piano. I hated having to sing in front of the

church--it made me nervous and embarrassed. One time when they asked for

special music, Rachel turned to Mom and suggested that the three of us do our

song. I was so mad at Rachel when Mom did volunteer us and glared at her from

the front of the church as I sang. (Funny, I can't remember anything about the

song--title, verses, tune, or even the subject.)
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There was a box of books at the back of Bible Missionary, books to be sent

to their foreign missionaries. One night I overheard a few people discussing

whether one book should be sent, because it only talked about being saved and

sanctified and never mentioned being filled with the Spirit.

One Sunday afternoon, we finally went to children's church at Bible

Missionary. Mr. Osborne was the children's pastor, and it seemed like the church

was really empty--only the Osbornes, Spiveys and us were there. (Looking back I

think that's because there were so few children at that church.) We all sat on the

left hand side of the pulpit, with the Spiveys, right up front. (For the regular service

that evening, we moved back to our usual spot--a pew near the center on the

pulpit's right hand side.) What sticks out most from children's church is John

glancing repeatedly and not so subtly at his watch to let Mr. Osborne know he was

preaching too long, and Mom getting mad at John after the service for his rudeness.

I don't remember the name of the little boy who started coming to Bible

Missionary with the Spiveys, but he was a big show-off. One night, as the adults

talked after the evening service, the boys played tag in the yard between the

parsonage and the church, and he tripped and cut his knee on the sprinkler head. I

was standing inside the church, and heard him yell that we was dying, bleeding to

death. Mom was exasperated by his dramatics.
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Another evening, he stood up to give his testimony and went on for a long

time about each specific thing he'd stopped doing because the Spivey kids told him

they were wrong. (The only one I still remember is that he stopped wearing shorts

because Donna told him to.) On the way home that night, Mom said she had felt a

good, almost revival-like spirit in the service that night until that boy stood up, and

she wondered why Mr. Spivey or the pastor didn't stop him from talking so long

and ruining the service.

Later that summer, we drove up to some campground in Washington several

days for camp meeting, and I was disappointed that we made the drive each day

instead of staying in one of the cabins like all the other families. My impressions

of camp meeting are fleeting and odd, little scraps of memories. I remember

standing in the dinner or lunch line, not wanting any of the food, but settling on a

square piece of cornbread that was kind of soft and cakey, a bowl of lima beans not

half as good as those Mom and Dad made at home, and a Jell-o cube, then sitting at

a long table with Mom and Dad in his suit and picking at my meal.

One afternoon, I chose to go to the prayer meeting with Mom and Dad

rather than playing with Ruth and my brothers outside, and Dad brushed the dust

off my and Mom's and his shoes just inside the door to the aluminum-sided

meeting hall, then put the brush back into the old coffee can on the shelfjust inside

the door. After the meeting that night, a blonde girl in her early teens came up to
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Mom and apologized for saying that Mom "looked like a witch," a comment Mom

never would have known about if the girl hadn't apologized for it.

The next day, a tall, thin man preached, pacing back and forth across the

platform, his voice rising into shrill pitches at the ends of phrases: "A bottle of beer

in my back pocket. A deck of cards in my front pocket," his voice going up on the

second syllable of "pocket" each time. My sisters and I tried not to laugh, but

couldn't help it, and Mom and Dad both shot us dirty looks. (We laughed later,

mimicking him at home.)

More than she did at church, our pastor's wife danced through the aisles,

clapping her hands, and many people held their hands high over their heads as we

sang. For some reason, when we sang "Onward Christian Soldiers," all the youth

and children marched in a long, unending line around the inside and outside of the

building. I always felt relieved to be back in my pew, sitting with Mom (who

wasn't too crazy about all this show).

The impression that sticks out most for me still, 15 years later, is being

called up to the stage with all the other kids and young people. Then some man

maybe our pastorcalled everyone who had "been called" to the mission field to

one side of the stage. As he praised those who had been called, then prayed for

those of us who had notmy whole family includedI felt a growing sense of

shame, like maybe I wasn't a very good Christian because God hadn't called me

yet, and I felt like crying, too, embarrassed and humiliated and worried. Mom was

angry that they did this. In the van as we drove along the gravel road out of camp,
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she told us that if she had known what they were going to do, she wouldn't have

made us go up there. She looked back over her blue seat in the van, apologizing,

reassuring us that not all Christians were called to be missionaries and that it didn't

make us any less important or good or mean that God loved us any less.

It was one of those days while we were at camp meeting that Robbie broke

the boys' bedroom window and stole Nat's money from the bookcase, then told us

his story about hitting the wooden garage door open with a wooden baseball bat

and chasing the thief, who got away. Mom and Dad disbelieved his story right

away, and Nat had his suspicions, too, because after Robbie showed us the dust

print on the garage door from the top of the bat and then left the garage, Nat, John,

Ruth and I found the bat with the end that matched the dust marka hollow plastic

bat. Sometime after that Dad told Robbie he couldn't stay in our garage anymore.

We left Bible Missionary sometime in the fall, though I never did know

why. Then, the following summer, we went to Christian Faith Church's camp

meeting, also in Washington. Christian Faith's camp meeting lasted for two

weeks, and we spent July 4th there, because I remember the drums being played

and singing the national anthem and "America the Beautiful" and other patriotic

songs.

We stayed at this camp a couple of nights, and our family had two cabins.

The girls all stayed in one, and the boys stayed with Mom and Dad in another.
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Ours--where the girls stayed--had a fold-out couch bed where Rachel and Doreen

slept, two cots where Main and Berta slept, and a bunkbed where Ruth and I slept.

The beds all had metal frames with thin mattresses and creaked at every move, and

it was really cold at night, so I tried to stay in my warm spot no matter how

uncomfortable it got. For the first time in my life, I woke up to a rooster crowing at

the farm behind us, and one morning I found a mosquito in my ear.

My memories of this camp are little specks, too: being utterly bored,

watching grasshoppers and sitting with Mom as she talked with Mrs. Alvaro, who

had buck teeth, outside her cabin; playing Skip-Bo with Priscilla and Elizabeth

Larson, sisters who both played the violin; going into the kitchen with Rachel after

a meeting one night to eat some of Mom's homemade toffee bars; trying to catch a

snake with Ruth, and the 17-year-old Alvaro twins, Jonathan and David, being

surprised that we weren't afraid of snakes; playing a Bible trivia game with

Elizabeth and several adults and knowing the most answers.

In the women's bathroom one afternoon, just before a meal, Ruth and I saw

a frog in one of the stalls. We chased him in and out of the different stalls, but he

slipped down a floor drain and got away. When we got to our table in the dining

hail, we breathlessly told Mom and Dad about the frog, and Mom said we weren't

allowed to touch him because he probably lived in the sewers and was filthy.
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The woman who taught our Sunday School class, in a corner of the dining

hail, had dark brown hair coiled in a bun, and she wore an "I heart San Francisco"

apron when she worked in the kitchen. I remember very little of the lesson, except

that she brought in a bunch of grapes, asking us if we knew what they grew on and

where they grew, and she had a flannelboard with a stone wall and movable

characters for the lesson that had something to do with Ahab's vineyard.

One afternoon, dear, sweet old Mrs. Quinn, who for some reason always

thought my name was Alice, called to me in her round Julia Child's voice from the

doorway of Mrs. Schroeder's camper. "Alice! Alice! Can you come here for a

moment?" I felt a little bit guilty for not coming because I knew she was talking to

me even though she didn't use my name, but I walked as fast as I could anyway,

trying to get out of earshot before she remembered my real name. Just before I

rounded the corner of the path leading to our cabin, she called, "Anna, dear!"

trudged back to Mrs. Schroeder's camper, which was parked near the women's

bathroom. My heart poundedMrs. Schroeder was very strange, a crazy old lady,

either senile or suffering from Alzheimer' s, and just walking past her camper to use

the bathroom scared menow I had to go in and talk with her. I was relieved when

Mom came out of the bathroom just as I was going up into the camperI knew

Mom would watch over me as I stood on one foot inside the camper and quietly

said, "Hello, Mrs. Schroeder." I wasn't in there for long, and as Mom and I walked

away, I heard Mrs. Quinn say, "See? I told you the children would still talk with
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you." Then I felt really sorry for Mrs. Schroeder, sitting in her camper all day,

aware that she was a little touched.

Mr. Schroeder, the pastor of Christian Faith in Portland, wasn't at camp

meeting that summer. He was too sick, and we prayed for him at every meeting. I

liked Mr. Schroeder. He was a tall and strong man with 1 950s dark brown hair and

a handsome face, a kind, deep voice and a quick smile. I never knew him well, but

he had preached at Gramma Gramma's funeral and drank coffee at our house

afterwardshe let me put a cube of sugar into his cup and said "thank you" as he

patted my head. He came over one afternoon to see how Mom and our family were

doing, maybe six months or a year after Gramma had died. (Now I wonder if

maybe those visits were more regular, if maybe he still thought of Mom as a

member of his flock.) He called Mom "Sister Mary," as all the church people did,

and he sat in on our Bible Time. When he prayed aloud, I felt a quiet kind of

smiling inside, and after Bible Time, he said something to Mom about how well I

read. I also remember the photo of him, a younger photo, on the inside cover of his

"Unshackled" booklet, his testimony which the church gave out for free. At camp

meeting, I wished he was well, and there to preach instead of Larry Dalton.

Other impressions: watching The Ten Commandments one afternoon in the

tabernacle and listening to the birds singing in the trees outside; the woman with

the awful, high nasal voice who performed a solo; being kissed by Mrs. Quinn;
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feeding the horse over the fence; hearing Dad tell Mr. Quinn that he was trying to

quit smoking; how funny the family from Arkansas sounded with their thick

accents; chasing grasshoppers with Ruth.

LOSING MOM

Mom has stopped wearing her silver wedding ring. It keeps falling off her

finger, so Dad puts it in a safe place, inside one of his dresser drawers, telling her

she'll wear it again when she gets better.

Ruth and I walk to Fred Meyer's one gray afternoon in late November to

buy Mom's Christmas glasses for her. She saw them in an ad and made a passing

comment about liking the clear glass tumblers with frosty white pine trees etched

into the glass, making a snowy forest around the base.

We don't wrap the glasses before giving them to her. Instead, we walk into

her bedroom, where she is sitting propped up in her hospital bed, and hand them to

her in the brown paper bag we brought them home in, trying not to cry.

Nat sits on his weight bench in the boys' room, crying like a child, his 6'4"

body bent double, head in his hands between his knees, convulsing in sobs. "I hope
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her."

Mom calls each of us kids into her room on December 1. I try not to cry

when it's my turn, biting my lip to hold back tears as I sit beside Mom on her

mechanical hospital bed. She brushes her hand over my hair. "Anna, my Sunshine

Girl, you were my fortieth birthday present," she begins, her soprano voice now a

whisper. She wraps her skinny arms around me, my head against her shoulder, my

tears soaking through her blue cotton robe. I stare across the double bed where she

used to sleep and where she coiled up her hair in bobby pins as I read to her from

the McGuff' Readers, stare across the bed to her dresser, at the mirror where she let

us put purple, green and red scratch 'n' sniff stickers that we got from the bottom

right hand drawer where she kept the books, memory verse cards and stickers we'd

put on them during Bible Time. I watch in the mirror as Mom rocks me in her

arms, her lips pressing a kiss on my hair, our image framed by purple, green and

red smiley faces.

Dad stands beside Mom's bed, holding her left hand in his, caressing her

limp gray hair with his right hand. She looks at him and whispers, "Thank you for

marrying me, Jay."
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I sit on Mom's side of the bed she used to sleep in with Dad, near Rachel

and Ruth. Her room is dark, lit only by the lamp on the headboard, and I can just

see Mom propped up in her hospital bed on the other side of the metal TV tray that

holds her Bible and some water she can't swallow, but uses to moisten her mouth.

Mom used to pray the most, the longest, but now she mostly prays silently.

It's hard for her to talk much. Tonight she doesn't pray at all. We have a hard time

praying, too, our words running with tears, breathed in a stream.

When we finish praying, Mom asks if we remember the story she's often

told about one of us running outside, naked, to get a candy bar. For years she's

refused to tell us who it was; now, "It was Jimmy." Rachel starts crying, and I put

an arm around her, rubbing her back.

Main has taken her mattress off her top bunk, laying it on the floor by the

one Ruth and I share. The three of us all sleep together now, crying on each other's

pillows, waking each morning to see our tissues that missed the wicker garbage can

and lie in soft white crumpled heaps around the foot of our mattresses. I wake up

on a tear-damp pillow every morning, wondering if Mom died in the night and no

one remembered to tell us.

Ruth and Nat are playing Pictionary on the Nintendo, trying to rescue

people from a burning building with their hand-held controls. I sit on the other end

of the brown davenport that Dad bought at Tom Peterson's, watching.
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I don't hear Dad turn off the fans in Mom's room, or hear him come down

the hail, or even see him until he is standing across from us, under the archway to

the dining room where Doreens gold 'Merry Christmas" would usually be hung by

now. "She's gone," he says. Nat and Ruth drop their video game controls, the

building still on fire around people they'll never rescue now. Somehow Ruth's pale

green skirt with thin white stripes gets ripped as they jump up.

Dad sends us all off the first floor when the undertaker arrives. Ruth,

Rachel, Doreen and I go to the basement, sitting on old blankets on the cement

floor. There are bumping and scraping sounds coming from the hallway over our

heads as they remove Mom's body. Doreen turns the radio on to cover the sounds--

it's on the a.m. country station that plays Winterhawk games, a lost love song

playing now.

Uncle Jim gives Dan and Main $20 to get Buffalo Wings from Kentucky

Fried Chicken, then tries to take our minds off Mom, asking Rachel and Doreen

about their McDesop stock. "We're fully vested," Rachel replies. He laughs. "It

looks like you're wearing sweaters to me."

The Buffalo Wings burn my mouth, but I eat them mechanically. Every

time I blink it feels like I'm rubbing my eyes with rough fabric, and my itching

head reminds me I still need to shower. I slip away to the bathroom that Dad
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started remodeling last year but never finished, where the walls are pale green sheet

rock and large strips of clear plastic protect the wooden slats around the shower

from water damage. Alone, I begin crying again, my tears blending with the hot

water, until the water begins to cool. Then I walk silently through the living room,

upstairs to my bedroom, and sink into the mattresses, hugging Woofus to my chest,

burying my face in his brown fur.

Doreen finds her dress at Nordstrom Rack in Clackamas Promenade, a black

dress with white shoulders and sleeves and buttons down the front. (Later, Dad

tells her she "looks like a lady" in it.) I get a black skirt, and at Ti Max on 82nd,

finally find a white blouse to go with it.

Rachel and Doreen pick out a black skirt and an emerald green blouse for

Mom. Green, Doreen says, because Mom's eyes were really green, though they

reflected whatever color she had on. Dan takes Mom's clothes to the funeral home

and goes back later to see her in her coffin. He says she doesn't look like Mom.

Mom's blue casket is closed during the service, covered with baby's breath

and pale pink roses, sitting in the front of the chapel at Lincoln Willamette Funeral

Home, on the other side of the white curtains that separate our family from

everyone else--relatives, friends, the preacher, Mom.

Dad sits beside me in the family room, releasing my hand now and then to

wipe his eyes with the handkerchief from the inner chest pocket of his navy blue
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suit. I have never before seen him cry. Ruth sits on his other side, holding his

other hand, her blue eyes filled with tears.

A violin duet plays Mom's favorite hymn, "Come and Dine." She used to

sing it in the kitchen while she worked. "Come and Dine, the Master calleth, come

and dine. You may feast at Jesus' table all the time." I hear her voice over the

violins, picture her standing over the dishwasher, singing with the clatter of dirty

dishes. "With his manna he doth feed, and supplies our every need. 0 'tis sweet to

sup with Jesus all the time."

The violins play "My Jesus, I Love Thee," and then the preacher, a woman

named Joan, stands up. She reads Proverbs 31, and I think about how each verse

relates to Mom and wonder why we never rose up and called her blessed when she

was alive.

It's cold and sunny as we leave Lincoln Willamette in our blue van. Dad

was going to rent two black Lincoins, more funeral-like cars, but Nat wanted us to

stay together, putting the two-seat couch from Dr. Purvine's office in the back of

the van so we could all have a seat. Our van is the lead car, after the hearse, and we

drive uphill into Willamette National Cemetery. The pallbearersUncle Jim,

cousins Jim and Clark, and the three Estes boystake Mom's casket from the

hearse, into a covered cement space for the graveside service. The December wind

cuts through my new dress coat and dries the tears on my cheeks as we sing the

final hymn.
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After Joan prays again, we get back into the van and drive down the hill. I

look through the rear window at Mom's blue casket until it disappears behind the

hilly rows of graves.

Aunt Doris' dining room table is loaded with foodcookies, pastries,

cheeses, crackers, vegetables, salads, meats, dips, desserts. Staying close to Rachel

and Doreen, I take a few carrot sticks, a spoonful of Cousin Lorraine's pistachio, a

piece of chicken and a glass of punch into another room, sitting on a folding chair

beside Ruth. Myrtle and Lorrainetwo of Mom's favorite cousinsjoin us, and

Lorraine, who Mom always thought of as a little sister, tells me I look a lot like

Mom looked at my age.

Most of the relatives and other well-wishers I hardly know have gone home

when Aunt Doris gathers all of us onto the stairway. She wants to take a family

picture, saying that she never gets to see all of us together, that we've never done a

family portrait. I try to protestwe all have red eyes from crying, and our smiles

will be forced. But they arrange us on the stairs and tell us to smile anyway, taking

several "family portraits" of our incomplete family, our family without the center,

our family minus Mom.

Last weekend I searched through my bedroom for my New Testament,

pulling out file drawers and a few boxes from my closet. I gave up after about 30
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built entertainment center Ruth and Tam gave up on last spring.

It's small, my New Testament, pocket-size, like an index card, only thicker,

black with gold letters on front and a deep pink trim on the edge of the pages.

Inside the front cover, written in red ink that has faded to match the page edges, is a

message in a left-leaning script, dated April 24, 1979, beginning with "Now you

have your own New Testament," and signed "Love, Mom."

was sitting in Dad's brown recliner, just before bedtime, when Mom gave

it to me. She pulled out the piano bench, sitting down in her white floral print

housedress, her slip showing at the knee where her legs crossed. She read the

message to me, then put my New Testament into my hands, kissing my forehead. I

wrapped my arms around her neck as she bent over to hug me, her large, rough-

skinned hands caressing my hair.

Last weekend, I wanted to read that message again, that or one of the other

birthday messages she wrote to me on index cards and left beside my pillow with a

little gift every year. But I don't think I still have any of those birthday messages,

or even remember what gifts she gave me in the morning, except one. It sits on the

desk in my bedroom, a small stuffed green dragon, with round black eyes, two

pointed white felt teeth, and shiny rainbow scales in a ridge on its back. I stared at

the dragon for a long time that morning when I first woke up, trying to figure out

what it was. When she finished dressing in the closet, Rachel had to tell me and
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show me how it was a dragon. I carried that dragon around with me all that day,

even tucking him under my arm when I blew out the candles on my birthday cake.

I can't remember what any of those birthday messages said, but I know their

pattern. Mom would say how happy she was that I was her 40th birthday present,

how much she loved me, how she hoped and prayed that I would always follow

God. And she would sign them, "Love, Mom."
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II

REACHING OUT

Their voices are too quiet for me to discern, sometimes three, four, five at a

time, softly reading their own work. I like the sound, the freshman voices mingling

with each other, words and ideas coming together in sound waves, as they share

their thoughts and feelings--as they share themselves. It's hard for them. I know.

They all told me the first day of class in letters to me. "I'm afraid," voice after

voice whispered off the paper. "Please don't make us share."

I understand the feeling. I feel it, too, when I have to share. My mouth gets

cottony, my voice and hands shaky, my cheeks flushed. I tell them I understand. "I

know how you feel," I coo back. "I don't like sharing, either. But it does get easier

with time, and I feel that it's important." (I write a lot of"I feel" statements to

them--somehow that feels nicer than "I think.")

I make them share in small groups every essay, like today, every other

week. That's why the indistinct voices, the pieces of selves blending in the air and

reaching my ears. Once I made them share separately, sitting in a circle, everyone

else listening. I liked that sound, too, the timid, hurried voices running words

together, as if saying, "If I have to share a piece of myself, I want to get it over

with, make it as blurry as possible so you can't really hear or see me in this." I
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looked at each student, smiling. The others were silent, and when each finished, I

said, "Thank you."

That's the sharing they're afraid of--the sharing with everyone, aloud. I

know, too. It's the sharing I'm afraid of, laying a part of myself out there for

people to accept or reject at will.

Maybe it's rejection we're all ultimately afraid of. And not just rejection,

but face-to-face personal rejection. I can take returned manuscripts from editors

better than face-to-face sharing with uncertain results. That's scary--not knowing

what people think of you; maybe they're talking behind your back, laughing behind

their stone faces.

Last night I dreamed that I understood the paradox, that somehow God

made clear to me what it means that He is both hidden and present, vast and

intimate, mysterious and knowable. I was asleep, half covered with a sheet only,

half with a heavy comforter, and was both hot and cold at the same time. "This is

how it is," the dream said. "The paradox is like this, like you're feeling hot and

cold at the same time." And so much more, I felt so much more, like there was so

much more to understand, but it wasn't obvious, and when I woke up, I couldn't

remember what I'd seen, only that the paradox made sense to me on some level I

can't frilly understand or explain. "Wow, Lord," I thought. "Thank you." That

feeling of being caught up in something greater and mystery, that sense of wonder,

seemed to hover in the room.
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One of my freshman composition students wrote this week about being

unable to believe in God because he doesn't see any concrete evidence of God. He

wants to make God tangible and physical, to be able to see and define God, to know

with certainty that God exists as he knows his notebook exists. Belief, for him, is a

matter of scientific proof of concrete evidence, or else it's all speculation. He's

waiting, he says, for a "miraculous occurrence" to "make" him believe, waiting to

hear God's voice in the thunder or see His name in the stars.

I want to tell David that belief is not a matter of simple intellectual

acceptance, that it's a whole being experience, that belief involves all of you. I

want to tell him to stop waiting for the mountaintop experience, to start listening to

the quiet places, to the intangible in the every day. I want to tell him to close his

eyes and breathe, to wonder why there is anything at all, and what sustains this

world. I want to tell him that God is too big, too sublime--too much God--to be

definable, to be limited to words or objects. And I want to tell him that God is

knowable and intimate, but that knowing God requires us to be aware of

transcendent reality, of spiritual existence, that it requires us to listen to silence, to

feel God with every atom of our beings, that somehow filling in the gaps ourselves

is crucial.

Yet, in so many ways, I know that explanation is inadequate, not expressing

what I want to say, what I think experiencing God is. Because how can I put that

into words? How can I express what it means, what it is, to experience God?
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have to rely on clichés and words that seem so unworthy of these experiences. It

probably wouldn't make sense to David if I explain my inability to express God as

a positive thing, but I am glad, joyous, that God is beyond my ability to understand

or explain. If I could express God, or even if I could articulate what I think are my

experiences of him, he wouldn't be God.

And I don't blame David for finding Christianity hard to believe. This

whole faith is improbable. God becomes a baby and a man and then dies? God

comes to earth as the son of a poor, virgin teenager? God chooses to spend most of

his time with drunkards and prostitutes? The whole life of Jesus is improbable. It

sounds like the stuff of make-believe. Only I believe because I feel it in every part

of me, because I think I hear this God speak to my soul, because I've woken up

aware of grace.

Today in class, Marvin asked. "If you knew before you started a relationship

that you would lose that close friend or loved one, would you still choose to have

that relationship?" Yes, I think--I hope--I would. Because every relationship,

every person, makes me more human, I think. We need each other to be fully

human, and I think, we need each other somehow in our relationship with God, like

maybe my knowledge of God, my experience of God would be less whole if I

didn't have other people. On my way home tonight, I thought about how the

people of faith I know help me see God. I listed them in my mind as I was driving-

-all the way down highway 34.
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I get up earlier than usual this Sunday; today, church is an hour away, not

my usual 15 minute drive through Salem. Friends have told me what to do--but I'm

a bit nervous anyway as I park my car on 23rd, behind St. Mary's. I've never been

to Mass before.

I find my way into the foyer, following a 60-something couple who pause to

dip their fingers in Holy Water and cross themselves. I follow in their path--I don't

want to be conspicuous--but do not touch the water or cross myself I did learn

how to cross myself once, a year or two ago when I had to teach the Western

Baptist College cast of Murder in the Cathedral, but today I can't remember if it

goes left to right or right to left when you say "Holy Spirit."

I am relieved when I see the priest before I enter the sanctuary--he invited

me to come. He is wearing a white robe (an alb, it's properly called), and a gold

band of cloth over his left shoulder, kind of like contestants in pageants wear. But,

really, he reminds me of Mark Leamy playing God in Western Baptist College's

performance of a morality play, the one where God kicks Adam and Eve out of

Eden. God-like today but still himself, the priest shakes my hand, seats me to the

right of the center aisle, sits beside me and shows me how to follow the Mass in the

front section of the hymnal.

After he leaves, I look around. People touch their knee to the ground before

entering their pews; many are praying, kneeling on the padded benches, backs
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straight, hands flat against each other and pointed upwards. I look again at the

order of the mass, trying to memorize it, as if I'm cramming for a test.

A tap on my shoulder startles me; my friend Jean is smiling at me. "How

are you? My parents are here." Relieved, I follow her, meet her parents and sit

beside her mother, who looks so much like Jean that for a moment I imagine it is

Jean and we are middle-aged instead of 24. I feel relieved--I'm not alone anymore.

A procession starts, led by three altar boys and an altar girl, who are

followed by the priest and the deacon, who holds over his head a large red Bible

with gold designs on the cover. For a moment, he reminds me of Moses coming

down from Sinai, but the deacon is peaceful and doesn't drop the Bible.

The priest sprinkles us with holy water, and a drop lands on my cheek just

below my glasses, another on my right wrist. I feel the coolness of the holy water

until the drops disappear, but I don't wipe them off After this, there is singing--all

songs I don't know--and praying. I follow the order as closely as I can, sincerely

stumbling through the ritual.

The priest is preaching from Luke 24, about an appearance of Christ after

He rose from the grave. His homily is lovely, and he quotes "On Belief in the

Physical Resurrection of Jesus," a Denise Levertov poem I love: "We must feel/the

pulse in the wound/to believe/that 'with God/all things/are possible,' /taste/bread at

Enimaus/that warm hands/broke and blessed." He is talking about physicality,

about mowing the lawn and eating peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, and he says

we are the risen body of Christ. We are the risen body of Christ--the priest, Jean,
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her parents, the teenagers in front of me, the elderly man beside me--we are the

risen body of Christ. I don't know why, but I feel like crying as we kneel for

prayer, and can only whisper "thank you" to God.

People are going forward for communion, in long lines, and the deacon and

the priest make the sign of the cross over some and give the host to others. A little

boy holding his mother's hand stops in front of the priest, who gets down on one

knee and blesses him. And then Jean and her parents have left the pew, so I hurry

after them. We file slowly toward the front, and I cross my arms over my chest.

The priest blesses me "in the name of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit," making the

sign of the cross over me, patting my left shoulder a few times as he ends, smiling

at me. I am on the verge of tears as I return to my seat, trembling. I am blessed.

The realization washes over me as I watch all the other blessed people moving in

slow lines. We are all blessed.

Jean's mom and I both mess up in the Lord's Prayer--neither of us knows

we are supposed to pause so the priest can say something before we say "For thine

is the kingdom and the power and the glory forever. Amen." We both stop short

on "thine" and share a silent, nervous laugh. When the prayer ends, the elderly man

to my left, with slicked back, thinning hair and brown polyester slacks, squeezes

my hand before releasing it.

On our way out of the sanctuary, Jean invites me to join her family for

breakfast, but I decline. I have to go home and grade papers. But it's more than
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that. I am blessed. The realization is beginning to overflow my heart, and I want to

be alone with this feeling, this knowledge, for a while.

I dream that I'm shopping at Eastport Plaza, the little mall two blocks from

where we lived in Portland. The store is in the center of the mall, where J.C.

Penney's used to be, but it isn't the same store. The walls are colored like the walls

of Schimmel Hall at Western Baptist College, the lower half covered in purple

velvet, the upper half in pale pink paint (colors Mom would have hated). I'm

wearing blue jeans and a blue pullover sweater, my hair shoulder-length. I am

shopping for clothes, on racks that are as tall as me, and carrying a black skirt and

off-white cardigan, and as I come around the end of one rack, I see Mom.

Her face lights up when she sees me, and for a moment we stand about five

feet from each other, just smiling. Mom is wearing a black dress and sandals, her

brown hair styled in soft waves. After a moment, we embrace, and she wraps her

strong arms around me, squeezing me tight. I feel elated and hug her back, nestling

my face in her shoulder, smelling her hair. And I ask her, "How is your shoulder?"

(I never knew Mom to have a shoulder injury, but in my dream she does.)

"It's fine, Sunshine Girl. How are you?"

"Really, really, good, Mom."

And then we don't say anything for a long time, just hold each other, until

Mom puts her hands on my shoulders, holding me at arms' length away from her,

looking into my face. I stare back into hers, memorizing her green eyes and arched
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eyebrows, her pointed chin, her high cheekbones, her broad forehead. I tell her

about grad school and teaching, and she says she is very proud of me. I am so

happy just to be with her again.
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III

READING MYSTERY

LOOKING HARD

I can't remember a time when I didn't know I was named after Anna (in

Luke) because "she served God day and night in the temple, with fastings and with

prayers." In naming me Anna, Mom made her greatest hope for me a part of me.

My name is not just who I am, but who she prayed for me to become. Yet, at 25, 1

still can't live up to that example.

Sometimes I have a hard time really praying when I'm alone. I can do the

shopping list kinds of prayer, asking God for some things, though I even have a

hard time focusing on that. But prayer as a conversation with God, prayer that

includes deep listening, is really hard for me to do. That's one thing I value about

the Bible study I'm in at the Newman Center--praying. Somehow being

surrounded by other people who are also meditating on God's Word, who are also

praying Scripture, helps me to pray, gives me strength. That kind of prayer is really

hard for me to do alone. It makes me yearn for the deep prayer life of my mother,

the commitment to prayer and God that led her to lock herself in the kitchen for an

hour each day. Yet even if I had a place to lock myself away, I don't think my

prayers would be that deep--I have such a hard time focusing. How can I listen to
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God when my mind is racing with papers that need to be graded, lessons that need

to be taught, papers and assignments that need to be completed, French verb

conjugations? How can I shut all of that out so that I can listen to God? Why are

those moments of deep, private prayer so rare for me? And why is it that I can pray

that way every time I'm at the Bible study, surrounded by 20 other people?

Pastor Rick preached a few Sundays ago about prayer, talking about the

different postures of prayer. He said Baptists are really good at praying with their

heads bowed and their hands clasped, but really bad at praying with their faces

lifted up and their hands spread out to God. "Which posture is more vulnerable?"

he asked. "The open posture." I wonder how much that relates to our theology. If

you're certain you have the right answers, does that lead you to a kind of closed

prayer? If you're uncertain about almost everything, does that lead you to an open

prayer? If I think about the open posture, it reminds me of how I feel when I'm at

my wit's end, throwing my hands up in the air. Maybe the key is to capture that

moment, holding my hands up and open to heaven, and then just listening, waiting

for God to fill them, fill me. Maybe that's the posture we should have about

doctrine, too, a kind of questioning stance, open to God's guidance. It's not that

you don't have a posture on doctrine, not that you don't have doctrines, but that you

hold your doctrines tentatively, always remaining open to the possibility and reality

that God is bigger than our doctrines, that his truths are bigger than our

interpretations of them.
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"When you have made up your mind about a doctrine, the light of God can

come no more to you on that subject," Oswald Chambers wrote in his devotional

for today. Do I just need only to believe God, believe in God with certainty? Is all

the rest supposed to be always tentative?

This is really kind of scary. The implications seem so huge, so uncertain. I

want to know, to have it settled, to be able to say with absolute certainty, "This is

how it is." Wouldn't that be peaceful, easy? But uninteresting, too, to have all the

answers, as if life were a true/false test we are taking, as if there are no shadows or

glimmerings or poetry. And I think life is a kind of poem, a poem God spoke into

existence, a poem He is reading to us, and we have to try to figure out the meaning,

because it is poetry, so that even if we think we know the meaning we can't be sure.

One Sunday, during Pastor Rick's sermon, I counted the hairs standing

straight up from the bald spot of the man in front of me. I hadn't intended to count

his hairs--in fact, I didn't even realize I had been counting until this thought entered

my mind: he has eight hairs standing straight up in his bald spot. I don't

remember any of the sermon from that day, just those eight hairs and Lorraine's

sandaled feet slipping off the hymnal rack during the offertory prayer and singing

some simple praise chorus through an aggravating number of times.

One of my favorite things about church is corporate worship. I love

singing, love the sound of 200 voices singing all together the same song to the same
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God. Of all the songs we sing. I like the old hymns the best: Blessed Assurance,

How Great Thou Art, Trust and Obey, I Surrender All, Just As I Am. The hymns

are rich, deep, powerful, full of truth and poetry and meaning. Sometimes as we

sing, goosebumps will rise on my skin for no apparent reason, and I'll sense an

electricity, a current, a power in the sanctuary all around me, all through me, a

power that, as nearly as I can tell, is the presence of the Holy Spirit dwelling in our

midst, God inhabiting the praises of His people, Christ resurrected in our bodies.

I don't think I've ever had that awareness while singing any of the praise

choruses. I know they're usually based on scripture, usually a verse or two from

one of the Psalms. But do we have to sing them over and over? Mr. Hills calls the

choruses "ear Koolaid" and says he has to reach up and touch his face some days to

make sure it doesn't look as irritated as he feels. When I told him a few years ago

that I preferred hymns, he said "That's because you're literate." Maybe. But why

do I have to be so critical? Why can't [let those choruses move me the way the

hymns do? Is what moves me really in my power?

Last Sunday, I watched two cutie little blonde kids, a boy and a girl. Both

had their fine, blonde hair parted on the left side, his cut short, hers bobbed just

above her shoulders. The little girl sat in their father's lap the whole service, the

little boy between the mother and father. When we sang, he clapped his hands

wildly oftheat, joyous, simple and sweet. For a moment, I wished I were him,

clapping joyously offbeat instead of trying so hard to believe the words about
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trusting God's love, my hands clasped behind my back. I was troubled, not joyous,

questioning, not trusting. Is it hypocritical to sing about the power of God's love

when I'm having trouble trusting Him? What does God see right now, at this

moment, as I sing a song about Him and to Him, sing words I know but can't

believe?

During the offertory song--usually an instrumental--I close my eyes and try

to pray, hoping for inner stillness. Today, I have just found quiet, and then two

college-age girls ask me if I can please move over so that they can sit in the pew. I

am exceedingly irritated by this request--there are two completely empty pews in

front of us. But I move over. I spend the rest of the service--the sermon, prayers,

final songs--trying to fight my irritation and focus on God. But it's hard. I don't

feel that stillness often, so it's frustrating to have it stolen away pointlessly.

I don't like feeling irritable in church, but lately I feel that way too much.

Sometimes I'm irritated by the sermons--I bet Protestant pastors could say in 10

minutes what they usually say in 30 minutes, at least all the important stuff That

would be nice, more literary, and more like the Gospels. There's so much packed

into those little books! And part of the power, I think, is in the brevity, in the clear

stories. Shorter sermons would save paper costs, too--there'd be no need to provide

outlines for the congregation because the point wouldn't be buried in 20 minutes of

extra words. And shorter sermons would help keep pastors from going down rabbit
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trails about technology or working out or camping. (Who cares about cell phones

and pagers? Take me to Christ!) Sometimes sermons feel more like a Bible class

than a homily, too outlined and broken down and obscured, less poetic and

mysterious. I want more poetry, more mystery. I want sermons I can inhabit, not

sermons I take notes on. I wonder what would happen if Pastor Rick stood up next

Sunday and read a 10 minute homily, no notes, no flipping through Bible

references.

Maybe it's not just church. I think I may be more irritable in general lately,

far less patient and tolerant than I used to be. Why does it irk me so much when

my students don't write thoughtful papers? Why do I have so little patience for

their idiotic comments in class? And books. Why can I no longer tolerate writers

who irritate me? And why am I irritated by so many? Why, especially, do I now

have so little interest in or tolerance for criticism? I'd rather just read the books,

the stories and poems and essays, soak them up, absorb them. I'm tired of thinking

so much, so abstractly. I want to feel, too, to experience, to know things with all of

me, not just think things with my mind.

I think religion, Christianity, my small and wavering faith in the

Incarnation, the Word made flesh, the Creator as a child, makes the ordinary sacred,

blessed, touched with light and grace and eternal life. When my nephew wraps his

2-year-old arms around my neck, leaving a spaghetti sauce spot on my pink t-shirt,
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I am Mary, and he the baby Jesus, and our embrace a gift of God Himself, a

blessing that I must keep and ponder in my heart. When a student I don't know

holds an umbrella over me to keep the rain off my face as I sit, broken-legged, on a

hillside, I am covered by mercy. When Mrs. Quinn kissed me, it was holy, and

maybe I tried to avoid her kisses because there is something terrifying, too beautiful

in the holy. And maybe it is these moments that are most holy and sacred because

maybe all we can handle are small doses of God, so He wears all these disguises

and hugs us with child's arms and kisses us with old lady lips--just enough to bless

us, to grace us, without bowling us over or squashing us as He would if He came

undisguised, if even a fingertip weren't covered.

Or maybe it is the other way around--not that faith makes these moments

holy, but that they make faith holy, and possible. Only through the hugs and kisses

and smiles and mercies of other people do I see God, do I have any notion of what

love and grace and goodness are. And maybe the more we are in touch with and

touched by each other, the more we see and hear and feel God. And maybe that's

why the goose bumps only rise on my skin as the whole church worships together

in song and not when I sing hymns in the shower. The Word is made flesh again

every Sunday, made flesh in all of us, the Spirit wearing our bodies like clothes and

we are one body, singing with one flesh-raising voice "I know whom I have

believed." And we know whom we have believed because we see Him in each

other, hear Him speak as we sing, feel His embrace in the arms of children and

friends and family.
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Maybe I don't go to church for the right reasons. Maybe I shouldn't be so

dependent on other people to help me see God and know God. But if I don't feel at

home with the people, I have a hard time concentrating on God at all and get really

self-conscious. I don't want to be self-conscious at church, not at all. I don't want

to watch myself trying to walk across the water to Christ--I want to watch Christ,

stay focused on Him. And I can't do that at some churches. Somehow--and maybe

this is really heretical--if I don't like the church or feel right in the church, then I'd

rather stay at home and read my Bible and pray alone. I think I almost get more out

of that. But then I miss so much, too, some of the things I like the best, like

worship and singing and hearing other people's voices. I wonder what it says about

me that I've never felt that same kind of flesh-raising presence when I'm studying

the Bible or praying alone?

Sometimes I worry myself because my doctrinal knowledge seems so

muddled and muddied and I don't really care because the doctrines are not the most

moving or satisfying part of my faith. I care more about the people I worship and

pray with, the lyrics and notes of the songs I sing, the actions and rituals of

religious service--care more about all the concrete, imagistic, experiential aspects of

faith. I am easily moved in prayer or song--not necessarily by the words, but by the

powerful feelings I have doing these things. But it's not just emotional. What
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moves me is a kind of deep, full, momentary knowledge of God that comes--at least

some of the time--during these practices.

I guess what I most wish is that I didn't have to think about all this so much.

Is faith supposed to be this complicated? I wish I could be a child again, could see

the connections between birds singing in the trees and the ten commandments, wish

it didn't even occur to me to have to think of how those things are related, wish I

could still just soak in all the worship and relationships and rituals without having

to question and analyze them so much, wish there wasn't a distinction for me

between knowledge about God and knowledge of God.

Sometimes I have this deep longing to be a child again, trusting everything,

questioning nothing. I wish I could look back at my early church experiences and

not be so critical. What does it matter about doctrine and practice when people love

God and each other? What does it matter that they were overly strict? And what

was it like to be that trusting child who was so moved by communion and a desire

to belong that she went forward at altar call?

It's scary to think, but I wonder if I would have gone forward then if I were

so analytical and critical as I am now. Would I be too hung up on doctrinal

differences to hear the call of God?

It's not exactly that I wish I didn't have to deal with doctrine. I do believe

doctrine is important because it can help us understand our faith. But I wish

doctrines seemed more relevant, wish they didn't seem separate or distant from my

actual experience of faith. What does doctrine have to do with the overwhelming
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at Mass and not during a Baptist church service?

My tendency is to want to ignore doctrines that don't seem relevant, that

don't make my relationship with God more real or full. And maybe that's why I

care so much about the people and acts of worship--they are here now, immediate,

concrete, real. They make God present for me, help me see and hear Him. And the

actions of faith help give me a break from trying to wrap my mind around God and

help me instead to wrap my fingers around the hem of Christ's robe, and that's

when I feel the power and grace and love of Christ flow into and through me.

There was a time when I was really into studying doctrine, when I really

enjoyed the heated debates with friends, loved quoting Bible verses to support my

opinions about predestination or eternal security. It was fun to get really deep

intellectually, to stay up until 2 am in Aagard A6 with my petite blonde roommate,

Cathy Elliott, debating the validity of lordship salvation or spiritual gifts. We

argued passionately, our NIV Study Bibles lying open on our knees, our fingers

flipping nimbly through the pages. We backed up our interpretations with our

theology professors (David Miller, Tim Anderson, Greg Trull, Gary Derickson) and

our authorities--MacArthur, Walvoord, Hodges.

I thought I would have the answers, would know so much more about God

at the end of that one-year course in Christian Theology. But at the end of the year

I didn't know much, not with any certainty. That frustrated me. I had thought a

theology class would answer my questions, but it just gave me more. Near the end
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of spring term, sitting at one of the round tables in the dining hail, I told Aime

Jeffers and Professor Hills how frustrated I was that I had so many more questions

than I had before the class. Professor Hills smiled and nodded, took a drink of

juice, then said, "I'm glad to hear that."

That's how faith is, I guess. It's not sure, it's not easy. Because there's

always that "what if" that troubles it. For me, anyway, faith and doubt exist

together, constantly pulling against each other. That's what makes it hard. I am

certain of God, but He's so vast that I only know a little of Him. What if He's

different than I know Him to be?

THINKING ALOUD

In conferences this week, several of my students told me they dislike

analyzing and interpreting poetry because they feel like their interpretations can

never measure up to the poem. "I feel like whatever I say about the poem can never

mean as much as the poem," Vindy said. "Trying to interpret the poem, or say it

means this specific thing, seems like it's not as true." I wanted to jump out of my

seat and hug her. I think she's right--the interpretation is never as true as the poem,

the analysis of details is never as real as the details themselves; each step in the

process is a reduction. It's almost a cliche in literary studies that a poem means

more, is truer, than any and all interpretations of the poem.
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We don't start with abstract ideas and then create stories to express those

ideas; rather, we start where we are, which is in the messiness of daily life, in a

relationship with the complexities of life. "We begin with an inescapable

relatedness to Mystery which generates in us a need for ultimate meaning. This

need is expressed in the mythic process which is an imaginative rendering of reality

for the purpose of relating to it authentically," John Shea writes. In other words,

mystery gives rise to story gives rise to thought. The experience precedes the story

and is truer than the story; the story precedes the interpretation of the story, and is

therefore closer to the experience, to the truth, to the Mystery behind the

experience. Frederick Buechner puts it another way:

At its heart, I think, religion is mystical. Moses with his flocks in
Midian, Buddha under the Bo tree, Jesus up to his knees in the
waters of Jordan: each of them responds to something for which
words like shalom, oneness, God even, are only pallid alphabetic
souvenirs. 'I have seen things,' Aquinas told a friend, 'that make all
my writings seem like straw.' Religion as institution, as ethics, as
dogma, as social action--all of this comes later and in the long run
maybe counts for less. Religions start, as Frost said poems do, with
a lump in the throat, to put it mildly, or with the bush going up in
flames, the rain of flowers, the dove coming down 6ut of the sky.

For both Shea and Buechner, the experience of Mystery is primary; telling stories is

our natural response to those experiences. In telling stories of our experiences, we

attempt to hold on to a part of the experience, to be able to continue having the

experience, to continue knowing the truth we can only know through the

experience. Through experience, Buechner says, we sense "meanings no less

overwhelming because they can only be hinted at in myths and rituals, in foolish,
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left-handed games and cloudy novels." In poems and essays and stories, then, we

cling to the meanings and truths of experience, meanings and truths more profound

and more real than any words we can ever use to describe them.

The danger in reading and writing stories and essays and poems is that we

can easily forget that they are not the experience, not the meaning, not the truth, not

the reality. Rather, as Shea writes, stories and poems and essays 'only serve the

reality. They are the way into the Mystery. . . but they are not the Mystery."

Christians face this same danger in reading the Bible. Our temptation is to equate

the stories and doctrines in the text with God Himself, to equate the written word

with the Incarnate Word, to have faith in the stories rather than faith in the Truth

revealed through the stories. The stories are here, now, physically present with us,

and the words on the page seem clear--we can actually see them with our own eyes

and understand them (at least in part). Our temptation is to view God as a golden

calf rather than a burning bush, to think we can hold Him in our minds and words,

to believe that our stories capture His truth absolutely and finally, when, in reality,

or stories just convey glimpses of God. Our temptation is to turn the stories into

idols, much as the Israelites worshiped the golden calf But the point of faith is not

to see clearly, but to trust what we can't see.

Perhaps an even greater danger for Christians, or for anyone reading any

piece of literature, is to equate the interpretation of that literature with the truth

revealed in it, to believe only in the interpretation. Literary studies are easier if we

reduce the texts to our interpretations, if we say the poem or story "means" only as
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much as we see. Faith is easier if we have our doctrinal ducks in a row, if we can

say that a certain passage in Scripture means exactly our interpretation of it, if we

don't deal with the actual complexity of the text. However, as Andrew Louth

points out, clear and consistent theology is not at the heart of faith. Nor is the point

of theology to establish a systematic set doctrines for us to believe. "The main

concern of theology," Louth writes, "is not so much to elucidate anything, as to

prevent us, the Church, from dissolving the mystery that lies at the heart of the

faith--dissolving it, or missing it altogether by failing to truly engage with it." The

point of interpretation is not to get it right, to have all the answers, to solve a

problem, but to help us engage with texts and with the experience behind the text

and the experience we have reading the text. The point of faith is not to "get it

right," but to believe even as we doubt. Annie Dillard writes about this in For the

Time Being: "Doubt and dedication often go hand in hand. And 'faith,' crucially,

is not assenting to a series of doctrinal propositions; it is living in conscious and

rededicated relationship to God." Or, as the writer of Hebrews puts it, faith is

trusting in "the evidence of things not seen."

This is not to say, of course, that doctrine is worthless or that the

interpretive process is not valuable or that interpretations are useless or hold no

truth. Interpretation is important and necessary, I think, for the poem or the story to

have any meaning for us, which is partly what Louth is saying: without

interpretation, without theology, without doctrine, we may completely miss the

Truth of the stories, the Mystery glimpsed through the words. To paraphrase Shea
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Through interpretation, I can enter the world of the story, enter into the story, and

by entering the story, I, too, have that experience of Mystery. So it's certainly not

that the process of interpretation is unimportant or of little value. On the contrary,

interpretation may be the only way I have of sharing the founding experiences of

my faith, of entering the biblical stories. "Modem humans do not have an

immediate and undifferentiated rapport with the symbolic stories," Shea writes.

"These stories do not instantaneously disclose for them the sacred and lead to the

experience of God." Because of our distance from the stories, Shea claims, we

need criticism to reach a "second naivete," to get to a place where we can

experience the power of the biblical stories, much as the ancient world experienced

the stories. So mystery gives rise to story gives rise to thought, and now thought

leads us back into story, and story leads us back to God.

But interpretation alone will not draw us into the story, will not mediate the

sacred. Entering the story, entering the experience behind the story, requires a kind

of kenosis, a dying to self, a "wager," to quote Shea. To enter the story, I have to

lose myself, forget about those plaguey questions ("Did this really happen?") and

let it happen. I have to--at least for a time--shut off my critical voice and let the

story take control, let the words on the page enter me as I enter them. I have to go

back 2000 years and eat Passover with Jesus, let Him wash my feet, break my

bread. It's like suspension of disbelief. Instead of saying "that couldn't possibly

happen," I have to read the biblical stories the same way I read Faulkner,
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suspending my disbelief, allowing the world created or revealed by the words on

the page to be here, now, present, happening, have to let go and let myself enter the

story.

And this is why any criticism and interpretation always falls short, too.

Because once I've entered the story, once I've shared the experience, whether I'm

reading Faulkner or the Gospel writers, I know that no words will ever capture the

truth of the experience, know that the experience always transcends the story, and

know that the story, however partial and fragmented and limited, is closer to the

truth of the actual experience than anything else I or anyone else can ever say about

the story. "What can be articulated, what can be understood," Louth writes, "is

only a part, if an important part." Even the best critics, the best scholars, the best

interpreters, can only articulate a part of what a poem or story means. Even the best

storytellers and poets can only articulate a part of their experience, and it is best for

us to recognize the limits of stories and criticism, so that we don't reduce the reality

behind the stories to the words on the page.

And sometimes maybe the stories are true even if not exactly historically

accurate, like my story of Jimmy. No, Jimmy wasn't in Mom and Dad's room, and

I'm not even sure if the dolly blanket incident happened the day before he died. I

do know it happened, but the details, the story I tell, are more about a powerful love

and connection I feel for a brother I have no conscious memories of Shea explains

that "the meaning and truth of the. . story is not equivalent to its scientific and

historical accuracy," and those words ring true for me, both as a reader and a writer.
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I don't mean to sound completely relativistic here; what I'm trying to say is that

story I have of Jimmy is closer to my experience than anything else I could ever

say, that in telling that story, I feel connected to him. And I think that's why I tell

any of these stories--they coimect me to the experience and to whatever truth I

knew in that experience.

Perhaps this is all a part of my frustrations with church lately, too. Maybe

I'm frustrated by the outlined five point sermons because they seem to me to have

false certainty, seem to imply that the interpretation is as true and meaningful as the

story, that the doctrines are equal to the Mystery behind the story, or that the

doctrines reveal God and truth as fully as the stories. I think I understand part of

what is behind evangelical sermons, part of why Pastor Rick gives us outlines:

there's a fear that we'll not "get it right," that we won't have sound doctrine, that

we'll lose the truth in the multiple and confusing interpretations, and I think that's a

real risk. Not "getting it" is a risk in reading any literature, in engaging with any

story or poem--we may not understand at all, we may get it all wrong. But, as

Oswald Chambers writes, this false clarity is itself a danger. Chambers claims that

uncertainty is an important characteristic of the Christian life: "To be certain of

God means that we are uncertain in all our ways.. . When we become advocates of

a creed, something dies; we do not believe God, we only believe our belief about

him." The risk we run when we focus on getting it right is the risk of missing the

meaning altogether, of not entering the story, of not seeing God there. Stories and

poems always have an element of ambiguity, of difficulty, of mystery. As someone
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who loves stories and poems and would rather spend my time on those kinds of

texts, puzzling out meanings and truths for myself, entering the words until they

enter me, giving myself to the world of the story, I am much more comfortable

running the first risk. Parker Palmer writes that all "great things" have an element

of ambiguity, and we should "embrace ambiguity. . . because we understand the

inadequacy of our concepts to embrace the vastness of great things." If our

relationship to Mystery, our faith in God, is not such a "great thing," I don't know

what is. If, in telling and reading stories of our experiences, we are in the presence

of this greatness, then here, of all places, we should embrace the ambiguity. For

me, this means that humility is necessary. If I know my interpretations can never

exhaust the meaning of a story or poem, I am humbled, and in that humility I am

open to other interpretations, recognizing that ambiguous and difficult texts,

including the texts of experience, have multiple meanings, convey multiple truths.

"I can live with the perplexities," Mr. Hills wrote to me in a recent letter. "I can't

always live with the tidy answers." I can live with the ambiguities of great

literature, the perplexities of faith, the complexities of experiences, knowing that

my stories and my interpretations of other stories are just a part, a glimpse, a

fragment, and I need other people, other stories, other interpretations, to help

complete my picture and my understanding.

Maybe that's why I find the Bible study I'm in so deeply moving. We are

reading the biblical stories and sharing our own stories, and I feel a real power in

that storytelling, in the details of the biblical story, of my own story, of others'
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stories. We don't try to tell each other what to believe or think, but instead share

what we've experienced, how God speaks in our lives.

What God speaks in our lives. This is very much what Bueclmer says, that

God speaks in our lives. "If there is a God who speaks anywhere, surely he speaks

here: through waking and working, through going away and coming back again,

through people you read and books you meet, through falling asleep in the dark."

Augustine believed that God was present in all these details and moments. "See

where He is: He is everywhere where there is the least trace of truth," he writes in

the Confessions. "We trust created existence," Shea writes, "because no moment

of it is not touched by the presence of God." Buechner again: "There is no event

so commonplace but that God is present within it, always hiddenly, always leaving

you room to recognize him or not to recognize him." If there is a God, which I

believe, and if this God speaks to me, which I also believe, then He reveals himself

to me in the details of my life. Not clearly, not unveiled, not fully. At best,

complete revelation would blind me; most likely it would kill me. So I catch

glimpses, see brief glimmerings of revelations, hear momentary whisperings of

truth, all in what BuecFmer calls "the clack-clack of my life. The occasional,

obscure glimmering through of grace. The muffled presence of the holy. The

images, always broken, partial, ambiguous, of Christ." And something in me

springs up, quickens, latches onto those moments and details. And time after time I

am called back to those moments, and I reexamine the details, trying to understand

this language, to name what I saw, to interpret what I heard. And every time, I
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again have a sense that I saw or heard something important and true, and that

something in me lifts up again, and I wonder if I understood that language

somewhere deep inside, or if the truth of that moment or the truth revealed in that

moment is just that there is more, there is a God, and I am in relationship with Him.

And I can't tell you what these details mean, just that I believe they mean

something, though I don't know what, that they reveal some truth, though I can't

articulate it. "His words to us," Buechner writes, "are always veiled, subtle,

cryptic, so that it is left to us to delve their meaning, to fill in the vowels for

ourselves by means of all the faith and imagination we can muster. . . the meaning.

becomes clear and effective in our lives only when we ferret it out for ourselves."

Writing essays is a way of ferreting out the truth of experience, a way of

seeking understanding. "If my mind could gain a firm footing," Montaigne writes,

"I would not make essays, I would make decisions." "Essay" comes from the

French verb essayer--to try, to attempt. Essays, then, are attempts to understand, to

relate what we've experienced. Several paragraphs later, Montaigne writes, "I do

not teach, I tell." Since Montaigne, that has been the form of the essay, which--at

its best--attempts to tell rather than teach, to share experiences and stories rather

than philosophies and theories. And that is my purpose here, to tell rather than

teach. If I had words for what I believe through these experiences, I would explain

myself clearly. But these things are deeper than language, and like Buechner I

wonder, "What can be straighter than telling the actual experiences themselves?"

Because I am not a theologian and don't know what all these details mean, I can
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only tell the actual stories, only share my experiences which for me have great

power and meaning. These details and stories move me deeply; I really know

something in and through them, though I can't put what I know into words, can't

possess the knowledge, let alone express it coherently for anyone else. Of course

understanding these limits of language poses serious difficulties for me as a writer.

I'm aware that one of my limitations is my own lack of language in the face of

Mystery, my own speechlessness in the presence of God. So what am I doing

trying to write about experiences that move me beyond words? What am I doing

trying to share stories that are shaped by a faith which often leaves me speechless?

What am I doing writing about experiences where I know deep truths but am

uncertain of how to express those truths?

"To tell it the way it truly is," Buechner writes, "beggars all alphabets."

God talks to us in poetry, in "metaphor," according to Buechner, not in abstract

terms, but in concrete and narrative details, speaking in our lives. Reading the

poem or story that is my life is much like reading any other poem or story; the

experiences and what is revealed through the experiences mean more than what I

see on the surface, more than the words on the page.
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IV

LIVING DEEP

Seven elk are having breakfast not more than ten feet from my bathroom

window. I've seen elk on the side of Highway 101 before, but never this close.

This close, elk are beautiful and awkward--like deer, only not so delicate or soft or

gentle. More tan, too, than deer--less like the reddish brown of autumn leaves and

more like the tan of dust--kind of flat, but with a rough texture. Around their long,

thick necks, hair grows shaggier, darker, like they're wearing bearskin. They have

white tails and a patch of white on their rumps. Their large, long bodies--at least

six feet from tail to shoulders and five feet from ground to shoulders--seem too big

for their slender legs.

The elk are eating green leaves from the trees, looking almost angry, pulling

back their lips to reveal large, even teeth, then stripping several leaves off a branch

with each bite. They tip their heads back, reach their necks forward, bite, then

chew slowly and look around, their ears twitching as if keeping watch.

Seeing elk this close makes me want to laugh and cry at the same time. But

I hold my breath. I feel like a peeping Tom, spying on a private family moment.

There are no sounds but chewing and their footsteps in the underbrush.

They seem calm and unhurried, chewing slowly, thoughtfully, their steps slow and

unhurried as they move among the trees.
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One steps out of the underbrush onto the gravel driveway, where grass and

weeds grow through the gray rock, walking closer to my window, then turning back

to the trees, still chewing. Her long, straight back is just a little below my window,

her white-tailed rump facing me.

If only I could remove the screen, I could reach out and touch her, I think,

but in that instant, she turns her head and sees me for the first time. I freeze,

apologetic, tongue-tied.

She looks at me for only a moment. Then she blinks, snorts, turns her head

and ambles out of reach, slowly disappearing into the woods. The other six follow

her in single file. I stare after them, my face pressed against the dirty screen, until

the forest swallows the last white tail.

Ruth is sound asleep. I want to tell her about the elk, but she'd be mad at

me for waking her. Instead, I pull the covers around her shoulders, brush her hair

back from her face, and watch her sleep.

It was one of those days that makes me believe I know what it means to

walk with God in the cool of the evening. Late spring, Western's hillside campus

nearly silent. School was out for the year, the students gone for the summer, the

faculty at home for the day.

I walked out the heavy glass and wood doors of Schimmel Hall and saw a

student I knew. We walked across the narrow parking lot to my car, talking.
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Suddenly, a sky blue parakeet alighted on my brown Ford Tempo, its little

bird feet clicking on the roof.

We stopped talking and watched it. It seemed the same color as the evening

sky--a pale blue, almost cool, except for the few white flecks on its underside, its

beak no longer than a baby's fingernail, its eyes tiny, perfectly round and black,

watching us.

What was a clean little parakeet doing out here? Except for the prisons

across the street and some homes a couple of miles behind us, our campus was

secluded. We watched it silently for a moment, then turned back to talk.

But suddenly, the parakeet flew at me, tried to land on my arm. I shrieked,

waved my arms, shooed it away. It came back. I shooed. Priscilla and I laughed,

but neither of us would let the little bird land on us. It flew back to my car,

watching us with its shiny black eyes. Then it tried again.

Finally, it flew a few yards away, coasting to the ground, where it pecked at

the asphalt, looking back at us now and then, the dust clouding its wings.

I remember feeling ashamed. I don't know if Priscilla felt the same, but

after a few moments we said goodbye. Driving home, I was still awed by that blue

bird and ashamed at my irrational fear. I could have cupped it in my hand.

I dreamed about Mom again last night. We were in the house on 84th, in

the kitchen, and the cupboard doors were still alternately olive green and off white,

the way they were when I was growing up, before Dad had it remodeled. Mom was
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wearing a blue cotton housedress with a white flower print and snaps up the front,

and she looked very much as she looked when I was young--strong, determined,

happy, her brown hair in waves around her face, her feet bare. She was standing in

the corner near the stove, where the two counters met, and she was baking, mixing

brownie batter in her Kitchenaid mixer. As usual, she had wiped her hands on the

sides of her housedress, leaving flour streaks. I was very much as I am now,

wearing gray slacks and a cream sweater, an adult and a grad student, uncertain

about the doctrines of my faith, home for a visit.

As Mom cooked, I stood beside the counter near the fridge, and we talked

about faith. I told her about going to Mass and about how much it moved me and

how confusing I find doctrine right now. Then she moved to the sink, on one side

of our dishwasher, put on her yellow rubber gloves, and began to wash the dishes. I

stood on the other side of the dishwasher, trying to explain to her what Chris told

me about the doctrine of transubstantiation. It wasn't a heated conversation, but

more like the conversations I have with Chris and my friend Patrick about faith--

open-ended, friendly, accepting. Mom wasn't sure about it all, but she wasn't

opposed, either, didn't seem upset or worried about my confused faith. "It's really

hard, Mom," I said. "There's so much I don't get, so much I don't understand."

Mom set the mixing bowl in the dish drainer and placed her wet rubber gloved hand

over mine, squeezing a little. "That's okay, Sunshine Girl," she said. "A lot of

things still aren't clear to me, either."
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